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The inventory and delivery rate of water pump are affected largely by the

production mode. In order to improve the operation optimization of water

pump production model, the simulation test method and system dynamics

model were selected in the manuscript. Three different production modes,

namely traditional make-to-order (MTO) model, make-to-stock (MTS) mode,

and MTO & MTS model, were compared in terms of the indicators such as the

inventory, productivity and delivery rate of water pump. Moreover, the three

above production modes were also assessed by using the fuzzy comprehensive

evaluation method. The results show that it is not well adapted in practical

applications for the MTS production model with an intermediate level of

inventory and customer demand satisfaction. The MTO production model is

appropriate when it’s easy to predict the customer demand that fluctuates

scarcely. The MTO & MTS production model should be selected when it’s

difficult to predict the customer demand that fluctuates sharply. After

comprehensive evaluation, the MTO & MTS production model is the best

choice for pump.
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1 Introduction

Water pumps are a kind of general machine with many types and extremely wide

applications. It can be said that wherever the liquid flows, there is almost always a pump at

work. According to the statistics of different countries, the power consumption of pumps

is about 20% of the total power generation, so pumps are, of course, big energy consumers.

Therefore, it’s important to reduce the energy consumption of pumps to achieve a low-

carbon economy. As the largest consumer of pump products in the world, China accounts

for 61% of the Asian region and nearly 25% of the world’s market. As a powerful

manufacturing country, China has globally advanced manufacturing technology and

product development capability. Due to bottleneck limitation of pump design level and

production capacity, it’s rather difficult to significantly optimize the pump by developing

new products, improving production processes and saving materials. Therefore, from the
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perspective of management, it’s of positive significance to explore

the scientific pump production models to improve pump

productivity and reduce pump cost.

In 1984, Spencer (Smith, 1984) published Make-to-stock

(MTS) and its combination mode of assembly problems in the

Journal of Operations Management. Immediately afterwards, a

number of studies were carried out by numerous scholars around

the issue (Auberger and Ramsauer, 2020). Li et al. (2008)

proposed a revenue management model for make-to-order

(MTO) production in manufacturing. This is a useful guide

for companies with random demand and fixed capacity.

Modrak and Soltysova (2020) put forward the MTO mode

optimization method in order to reduce cost and shorten the

delivery time as much as possible. Subsequently, the mixed

production mode of MTS and MTO became increasingly

mature in management research. Scholars generally thought

that the combination of the two modes could achieve good

results in shortening delivery time and reducing production

cost. However, the correlation analysis was still mainly

focused on the theoretical level. Zhang et al. (2008) compared

the application of MTO and MTO & MTS production

organization modes in iron and steel enterprises. The results

demonstrated that the MTO &MTS organizational model is able

to hedge the risk of inaccurate demand forecasts. Not only is the

conflict between fast delivery and reduced stock reconciled, but

the trend towards more variety and smaller batches of customer

demand can also be accommodated. Specifically in the pump

industry, despite the wide range and usefulness of pump

products. However, there has been very little research on the

production management of pumps. Pump design and

manufacturing technology is the main area of research

focused on by academics (Xu, 2017; Ye et al., 2019). Only a

small number of issues are related to pump operation cost-

effectiveness (Muszynski and AndrzejczykJakubowska, 2019;

Wang et al., 2019; Salakhov et al., 2020); total efficiency of a

pump assembly line (Alvarado et al., 2020), design and

improvement of pump model (Ji et al., 2021; Xi et al., 2022;

Zhu et al., 2022), pump accessory market analysis (Wang et al.,

2013); and supply chain management of pump enterprises, such

as the discussion on the purchase of multi-variety and small-

batch castings (Zhu, 2017), selection and evaluation of the pump

suppliers (Liu, 2017; Bi, 2018), optimization of the regional

logistics center system (Xu, 2015), and evaluation of the

supply chain response ability of the pump valve industry

(Zhang et al., 2012). In response to the many product

categories, high demand and wide range of applications, as

well as the vulnerability of the pump market to seasonal and

climatic changes, and other characteristics. In addition, the

requirement of supply chain is relatively high. Therefore,

there is an urgent need to expand the production

management research content of MTO, MTS and MTO &

MTS hybrid models in pump manufacturing companies. The

refinement of pump industry production management is the

future development trend (Sun, 2018). Based on this context, this

paper discusses the production organization mode of pump

order and its management optimization scheme from the

angle of management. And system dynamics simulations were

carried out to investigate the effects of different production

organization models on the inventory and customer delivery

rates of pump companies. In order to better guide the production

practices of pump enterprises.

2 Comparison of production modes
of water pump

Pumps are classified according to the fluid medium and

include different types such as oil pumps, water pumps and

vacuum pumps (air pumps). Water pumps are the most common

and most widely used type of pump. It includes both the large

pumps used in pumping stations and the small pumps

commonly found in agricultural irrigation. Among them, the

former products have high unit value, most of which are make-

to-order (MTO) in the actual operation, represented by the axial

flow pumps produced by Jushen Pumps Industry. Whereas the

latter products have low unit value, most of which are make-to-

stock (MTS) in the actual operation, represented by the small

agricultural pumps produced by Shimge Pumps Industry. The

different production models vary considerably in terms of

customer responsiveness and level of capital employed. This

also makes a clear difference to the requirements of corporate

supply chain management.

2.1 Make-to-order

Manufacturing on an MTO basis, a pump manufacturer

starts organizing the production after receiving the customer’s

order. At the same time, the company purchases raw materials

from upstream suppliers and organizes delivery after production

is complete. Inventory costs have been significantly reduced, and

FIGURE 1
SD chart based on the combined MTO and MTS.
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orders required by the government can be customized. However,

water pump enterprises that produce MTO are mostly in a

relatively traditional hand-workshop management state due to

their small production batches. They have a low level of

production automation and a high dependence on key

technicians for production.

2.2 Make-to-stock

Manufacturing on an MTS basis, a pump manufacturer

checks the inventory after receiving the customer’s order. If

the inventory is sufficient, the goods can be delivered

immediately. When stocks fall below the desired level, the

company starts to organize production to replenish stocks and

order response times are significantly reduced. However, owing

to the need for maintenance of a certain amount of inventory, the

capital and the actual operating costs of enterprises will increase.

2.3 Symbol description

To compare the two different production modes, the symbols

of this pump manufacturing system are described as follows. DR,

Delivery rate; IRF, Inventory rate of pump finished products; OR,

Order rate; PPR, Planned production rate; OPR, Order

production rate; PC, Production capacity; IDP, Inventory

deviation of pump products; EI, Expected inventory; ARID,

Adjustment rate of inventory deviation; IQF, Inventory

quantity of finished pump; IDAT, Inventory deviation

adjustment time; SDHS, Standard deviation of historical sales

quantity; CSI, Coefficient of safety inventory; MDT, Minimum

delivery time; WIPI, Work-in-process inventory; PCR,

Production completion rate; PD, Production delay.

3 Constructing system dynamics
model of production modes of water
pump

3.1 Benchmark model

Depending on the different characteristics of MTO and MTS,

the corresponding SD model is constructed. On the basis of the

enterprises management practice obtained from the field

investigation, two different modes of order production

management mechanism are designed.

Productionmanagement mechanism on anMTO basis: DR =

IF THEN ELSE (IRF >OR, OR, 0); PPR = IF THEN ELSE (IRF >
OR, OR, 0, OR-IRF); OPR = IF THEN ELSE (PPR < PC, PPR, 0).

Production management mechanism on an MTS basis: DR = IF

THEN ELSE (IRF >OR, O); IDP = IF THEN ELSE (EI > IRF, EI-

FIGURE 2
Changes in WIPI of pump enterprises.

FIGURE 3
Changes in order delivery.
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IRF, 0), that is, when IRF is lower than EI, IDP is equal to EI

deducted inventory rate of pump products; otherwise, the

inventory level will not be adjusted, unit: set/week); OPR = IF

THEN ELSE (ARID < PC, ARID, 0).

3.2 Operation optimization

Considering manufacturing on an MTO basis, in the event of a

sudden, high-volume emergency order, companies may be

overwhelmed. Thereby necessitating an appropriate amount of

buffer inventory. The MTS model, on the other hand, requires

consistently high stock levels and temporary stock-outs are also

difficult to avoid. Therefore, on the basis of MTO andMTS, an order

production organization mode of combining MTO and MTS is

designed. Figure 1 shows the system dynamics (SD) chart based on

the above mode. The order production management mechanism is

DR = IF THEN ELSE (IRF >OR, OR, 0). If the stock is greater than

the current order quantity, immediate dispatch will be arranged,

otherwise no dispatch will be made. Delays in delivery are negotiated

with the company depending on the volume of the specific order,

unit: set/week; PPR= IF THENELSE (IRF–EI>OR, 0,OR+EI–IRF),

that is, if the IQF deducting the expected (safety) inventory is more

than the order rate, then, the order production will not be prepared,

and the products are delivered immediately. Otherwise, the order

production is organized according to the order rate; plus, the

expected inventory deducts the quantity of finished pump

inventory. Unit: set/week; OPR = IF THEN ELSE (PPR +

ARID < PC, PPR + ARID, 0), unit: set/week.

3.3 Construction of system basic equation

The system simulates the initial time as 1, the end time as 100,

and the time step as 1. The basic variables and descriptions are

explained as follows. The SDHS=52, which is calculated according to

the historical sales data of a certain type of pump from January to

November in 2019 of JS pump company, unit: set/week; Customer

service level can be reflected by the CSI, the supply satisfaction of

enterprises can reach nearly 98% when CSI is two; IDAT = 1, unit:

set/week, that is, when the inventory is lower than the safety

inventory, 1 week is required to recover to the safety inventory.

ARID = DELAY FIXED (IDP, IDAT, 0), and it reflects the level of

inventory deviation that requires adjustment, unit: set/week; MDT =

1, unit: set/week; EI = SDHS * CSI, which is a buffer inventory for

enterprises to deal with demand uncertainty, which is synonymous

with safety inventory, unit: set/week;WIPI = INTEG (OPR-PCR, 28),

unit: set/week; IQF = INTEG (PCR–DR, 118), the initial value of

inventory is 118, unit: set/week; IRF = IQF/MDT, unit: set/week;

PCR = DELAY FIXED (OPR, PD, 0), some production delay from

order to finished product is reflected, unit: set/week; Production

delay = 1, unit: weeks; Production capacity = 200, unit: weeks.

4 Analysis of the results

4.1 Model testing

The test in the SD model includes theoretical test and historical

tests. Of which, the theoretical test includes three aspects: the

consistency test of model structure and actual system, the

consistency test of equation and dimension, and robustness test of

model structure. As this paper was actually communicated with the

FIGURE 4
Influence of CSI on DR in the case of the MTO & MTS
combined mode.

TABLE 1 Proportional scale.

Degree Description

1 Two factors are equally preferred

3 One factor is moderately preferred over another

5 One factor is strongly preferred over another

7 One factor is very strongly preferred over another

9 One factor is extremely preferred over another

2, 4, 6, 8 The intermediate values

TABLE 2 Judgment matrix of production management mode in pump
manufacturing enterprises.

Index In ORT EU TC CSD

IN 1 1/3 5 1/7 1/4

ORT 3 1 7 1/5 1/2

EU 1/5 1/7 1 1/9 1/6

TC 7 5 9 1 3

CSD 4 2 6 1/3 1
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company prior to the modelling. The feedback structure and

equations are fitted to the main characteristics of the actual system

and the relevant data are derived from the actual data of the enterprise.

Therefore, the model is consistent with the actual production

management theoretical model of the enterprise. The equation and

magnitude check functions that come with the Vensim software are

used. The results all passed, indicating that the model is valid.

4.2 Numerical simulation

In order to simulate the variation in order production at JS

Pumps, the order rate = INTEGER [RANDOM NORMAL (0,

200, 24, 52, 20)] is set. Which reflects the transformation of each

variable in the case of random change in customer demand.

Where 24 is the mean, 52 is the standard deviation, 0 is the

minimum and 200 is the maximum. Notably, these data are

calculated on the bases of the data of JS Pump Company from

January to November 2019. The noise was set as a function of a

random normal distribution of 20 as the customer order rate, due

to the highly volatile demand, unit: unit/week.

Variations of a pump company’s inventory over time.

Figure 2 depicts the change in the WIP inventory of a pump

company under three different production organization modes.

Obviously, the MTO inventory is the smallest. The combined

MTO & MTS model has a relatively larger inventory, but the

overall difference is not significant.

Variations in a pump company’s order productivity and delivery

rate over time. As can be observed from Figure 3, companies with a

combined MTO and MTS type order management model have

higher shipment rates. This indicates a higher level of order delivery

for pump customers under thismodel. Through further inspection of

the data, the number of out-of-stock orders under the MTO, MTS,

and MTO &MTS order management modes are respectively found

to be 48, 25, and 11 during the 100 simulation periods. Evidently, the

enterprise production organization and customer service level of the

MTO & MTS combined order production organization mode are

more optimal.

The influence of the CSI on delivery rate under the MTO &

MTS combined order production organization mode. Figure 4

TABLE 3 Degree of membership.

Mode Index Huge
advantage (V1)

Slight
advantage (V2)

General
(V3)

Slight
disadvantage (V4)

Huge
disadvantage (V5)

MTS IN 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4

MTS ORT 0.6 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.0

MTS EU 0.2 0.5 0.1 0.1 0.1

MTS TC 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.4

MTS CSD 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.2 0.6

MTO IN 0.6 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.0

MTO ORT 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.3 0.4

MTO EU 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.1 0.2

MTO TC 0.4 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.0

MTO CSD 0.7 0.2 0.1 0.0 0.0

MTO&MTS IN 0.4 0.4 0.1 0.1 0.0

MTO&MTS ORT 0.3 0.4 0.1 0.1 0.1

MTO&MTS EU 0.2 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.1

MTO&MTS TC 0.6 0.2 0.2 0.0 0.0

MTO&MTS CSD 0.6 0.3 0.1 0.0 0.0

TABLE 4 Weight calculation results.

Mode V1 V2 V3 V4 V5

MTS 0.153 0.157 0.130 0.189 0.371

MTO 0.428 0.184 0.157 0.161 0.070

MTO&MTS 0.524 0.273 0.154 0.030 0.019

TABLE 5 Scores of the evaluation factor sets.

Mode MTS MTO MTO & MTS

Score 0.506 0.748 0.851
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compares the changes in the pump companies’ delivery rates of

pump companies when the CSIs are 0, 2, and 3. It is clear that as

safety has improved, so has the satisfaction rate of pump

companies ordering services. The numbers of out-of-stocks in

100 periods respectively are 48, 11, and 2. The validity of the

model is further validated in terms of the correspondence

between safety stock factors and service levels.

4.3 Fuzzy comprehensive evaluation of
three organizational modes

The fuzzy comprehensive evaluation method (FCE) is an

evaluation method based on fuzzy mathematics. In this paper,

FCE is used to compare and evaluate the MTO, MTS, and MTO

& MTS combined production management mode and to verify

the accuracy of the previous numerical simulation results.

According to expert consultation and literature review, the

FCE method is used to first set up the evaluation index set. Build

the index set U = {U1, U2, U3, U4, U5} = {Inventory (IN), Order

response time (ORT), Equipment utilization (EU), Total cost

(TC), Customer satisfaction with diversified demand (CSD)},

then, build the evaluation set V = {V1, V2, V3, V4, V5} = {Huge

advantage, Slight advantage, General, Slight disadvantage, Huge

disadvantage}, and the grading level set F = (1, 0.8, 0.6, 0.4, 0.2)T.

In order to determine the weights of each evaluation

indicator of the production management model using the

hierarchical analysis method (AHP). First, the judgment

matrix is constructed, and the corresponding importance level

of the two schemes is expressed in the form of the ratio of two

importance levels. Table 1 shows the proportional scale.

Afterwards, experts in the relevant fields are invited and

consulted on the actual operation of the companies using the

three models. The importance of the indicators is assigned for

comparison, so the weighting judgment matrix is constructed.

Table 2 presents the judgment matrix.

With the help of SPSSAU18.0, weight set of the indexes can be

calculated:W= [IN, ORT, EU, TC, CSD] = [0.08,0.16,0.03,0.51,0.22].

When CR < 0.1, the consistency of the judgment matrix is generally

believed to be acceptable; otherwise, the judgment matrix is

considered to have not met the requirements, thereby requiring

rectification. In this paper, the maximum eigenvalue of judgment

matrix λmax = 5.345, and the consistency index CI = 0.086. The

random consistency index RI = 1.12, and the consistency ratio CR =

0.077 < 0.1. Thus, the result passes the consistency test of the

judgment matrix.

A panel of experts judged each of the five evaluation factors in the

three production organizationmodels. The affiliation degrees of each

indicator were obtained, as depicted in Table 3. The results of the

weighting calculations for the three production organization models

were calculated using SPSS 18.0 and are depicted in Table 4.

Finally, the final composite score was obtained according to

the points corresponding to the rubric levels (V1 = 1, V2 = 0.8,

V3 = 0.6, V4 = 0.4, V5 = 0.2), as depicted in Table 5. According to

the table, the order of comprehensive scores is

MTS<MTO<MTO & MTS. Therefore, the MTO & MTS

mode is the best choice of production mode for pump.

5 Conclusion

The comparison reveals that the MTO model has the lowest

inventory levels, but a higher number of stock-outs. This

indicates an uneven production pattern and low production

efficiency. Customer service requirements are often difficult to

meet when demand is volatile. The optimized MTO & MTS

combined order management model not only improves

inventory, but also presents a better customer demand

response to huge changes in demand and higher production

utilization. Therefore, the MTO model is suitable for use when

the pump company’s customer demand is relatively smooth and

predictable. The combined MTO & MTS production

organization model is used when customer demand is volatile

and unpredictable. Under MTS order management mode, the

inventory level and customer demand satisfaction level are in the

middle, which can cope with certain demand disturbance, but the

adaptability is poor in practical application. The combined MTO

& MTS production organization model is a superior order

management model as the pump market is sensitive to

seasonal factors and natural climate change being taken into

account. A fuzzy comprehensive evaluation of the three

production organization models was found by combining

expert references and practical application in enterprises. The

combined MTO and MTS production management model is a

better improvement on the MTO and MTS models. It effectively

reduces the total cost of ownership, balancing reduced inventory

management pressure with shorter order response times. In this

way the total cost of doing business is reduced while meeting the

needs of the customer, and pump manufacturers can have more

funds to control pollutant emissions.
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